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ABSTRACT

This paper presents a collision resolution scheme for multiple random access based on

tree algorithms. Given the number of transmitters is small, simulations show that the

proposed scheme improves ternary tree algorithms, which prove optimal under in�nite s-

tations. It is concluded that exponentially increasing back-o� windows with average around

3 may yield a better performance.

Keywords: Tree algorithm, Contention resolution.
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1 Introduction

The contention resolution technique has been considered as an essential part for dis-

tributed control of multiple access to shared channels in a communication system. Plural

transmitters attached to the shared channel are time-synchronized and start their trans-

mission of packets only at the beginning of a slot. When more than one transmitters send

their packets to the same slot, a collision occurs and this status indicating COLLISION

will feedback to all the transmitters for starting later retransmissions based on a random

waiting time. If, fortunately, only a transmitter has sent its packet on a slot, then a status

indicating NO-COLLISION will also feedback to inform a successful transmission.

Channel access algorithms using the above mechanism are called Random-Access Al-

gorithms (RAA) and the slotted- ALOHA is the most original work [1]. However, the

maximum throughput is only 0:36. Another algorithm called, Collision Resolution Al-

gorithm (CRA), proposed by Capetanakis [2] and Tsybakov/Mikhailov [3] has adopted

the tree resolution concept, and the maximum throughput is improved up to 0:407 [4].

A further improvement up to 0.4878 made by Mosely [5] in which ternary feedback and

bias splitting was used. Usually, a random-access algorithm uses binary feedback scheme

that indicates COLLISION or NO-COLLISION status as mentioned previously. Ternary

feedback means that one of three feedback messages will be returned, namely IDLE,

COLLISION, and NO-COLLISION, to enhance the performance. All the above works

were analyzed by assuming in�nite number of transmitters and the upper bound of the

maximum throughput has been shown to be no greater than 0:587 [6].

A great improvement on RAA can also be achieved by using carrier sensing. This

type of improvement is even more signi�cant than the tree algorithms and thus many

realistic networks such as Ethernet has adopted this method [7]. However, the carrier

sensing function is sometimes hard or impractical to be implemented in communication

medium such as wireless links, broadband coaxial cable, . . ., etc. And it is usually the

case that the channel is shared by a small number of users instead of in�nite number of

users. Therefore in this paper, we re-examine the tree algorithm under the condition that

no carrier sensing function will be used and the number of users is �nite. We also make a

simple requirement that the channel status is binary feedback instead of ternary feedback.
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2 Tree Algorithm

According to [4], there are two types of tree algorithms, namely the Free-Access Al-

gorithm and the Blocked-Access Algorithm. Before describing the tree algorithm, we

explain the following algorithm types.

1. Free-Access Algorithm. Newly arrived packets are transmitted immediately at

the beginning of the next slot following their arrival.

2. Blocked-Access Algorithm. Newly arrived packets are transmitted in the �rst

slot after all previous conicts are resolved, i.e., new packets are blocked at their

transmitters until all the other transmitters with collided packets have successfully

retransmitted these packets.

The tree algorithm will work with one of above algorithms and produce di�erent vari-

ation of algorithms and performance. The basic tree algorithm is described as follows.

3. Basic n-ary Tree Algorithm. After a collision, each transmitter that has sent

a packet would ip an "n-sided coin" with value 1; 2; 3; . . ., n. This will split the

contending transmitters into n subsets. For those transmitters in the subset with

value i (1 � i � n) , we assign each of these transmitters an index i. Then, in

the very next slot, transmitters with index 1 are permitted to send. If the outcome

is NO-COLLISION (only one transmitter is with index 1), then each of the other

transmitters with index greater than 1 will decrease the index by 1. If the outcome

is COLLISION, then each of the other transmitters with index greater than 1 will

increase the index by n � 1 and the colliding transmitters with index 1 will once

again ip the "n-sided coin" to resolve the contention.

The basic n-ary tree algorithm can be combined with the Free-Access Algorithm or the

Blocked-Access Algorithm to form di�erent protocol variations. Thus, the combination of

1. and 3. will produce the Free-Access Tree algorithm (FAT). The combination of 2. and

3. will produce the Blocked-Access Tree algorithm (BAT). Note that the best throughput

is 0.403 for FAT and 0.368 for BAT when n = 3 and the number of transmitters is in�nite.
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3 The Hybrid-n Scheme

Given that a plurality of users are transmitting packets to a shared communication

medium, the tree algorithmwill divide the transmitting users into n groups upon detecting

a collision condition and, in the later retransmission, collisions will only occur in between

the users that fall into the same group. In FAT and BAT algorithms, the number of

groups that the system is split into is �xed at each detected collision, for example, n = 2,

or n = 3. However, we note that the number of collided transmitters in each slot may

be dynamically changing. It is possibly helpful to let the value of n change at di�erent

point of collisions. For example, we let n = 3 in the �rst collision and n = 2 in the next

collision. We refer to this scheme as the Hybrid-n in the sense that the value of n is not

�xed. Here a Transmission Splitting Vector, TSV = fn1; n2; n3; . . . ; nkg , is used for the

purpose of recording the changing sequence of the di�erent value of n. For simplicity, we

also refer to the original FAT and BAT algorithms with �xed value of n as the Fixed-n

scheme. The parameter k in the Hybrid-n scheme is called the TSV length and it must

be a positive integer. When k = 1, the scheme works as the Fixed-n scheme does. When

k > 1, all the collided transmitters will be split into n1 subgroups at the �rst collision, n2

subgroups at the second collision, and ni subgroups at the i-th collision. For the (k+1)-th

collision, the system will rotate back to the �rst value of n, i.e., n1.

4 Simulations Results

We observe the performance of the proposed scheme by simulation. We assume that

the system has �nite number of transmitters (users) and the packet arrival rate on each

transmitter is assumed as the Poisson arrival process. A preliminary simulation result was

summarized in Table I, where the delay performance is measured by the average number

of time-slots that a transmitter should wait before a packet is successfully sent. In the

�rst simulation, we let TSV = f3; 3; 3; 2g for 10 transmitters. As shown in Table I,

the performance for BAT is improved a little by using the Hybrid-n scheme. However,

the FAT scheme is not improved by Hybrid-n. In the second simulation, we let TSV =

f2; 4; 8; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2g for 10 transmitters. From Table I, the performance for BAT is
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improved signi�cantly by the Hybrid-n scheme. And the FAT scheme is also improved

by Hybrid-n, although just a little. In the third simulation, we let TSV = f2; 4; 8; 16;

2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2g for 10 transmitters. Also from Table

I, the performance for both BAT and FAT is improved non-trivially by the Hybrid-n

scheme. We also observe that the performance of the Hybrid-n scheme varies with the

number of transmitters. In Figures 1 and 2, we set the number of transmitters to 50 and

5 respectively. The result shows that under a small number of transmitters, the Hybrid-n

scheme will work better than the Fixed-n scheme. In Figure 3, the average throughput

for BAT using Hybrid-n under di�erent number of transmitters is shown. The result also

conforms to that observed in the previous table and �gures.

Table I: Simulation result of di�erent contention resolution algorithms.

Methods Max. Delay 1 Delay 2 Delay 3
Throughput load=0.38 load=0.42 load=0.46

Fixed-n BAT 0.397 30.989 6536.618 9719.615
n=3 FAT 0.446 9.482 96.070 2307.926
TSV1 BAT 0.422 30.387 1182.707 6116.560

FAT 0.439 18.608 203.026 3069.802
TSV2 BAT 0.523 18.937 42.548 107.289

FAT 0.491 17.052 107.596 1465.079
TSV3 BAT 0.524 33.495 50.221 76.811

FAT 0.519 19.906 64.498 310.396

* TSV1=f3, 3, 3, 2g, TSV2=f2, 4, 8, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2g, TSV3=f2, 4, 8, 16, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,

2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2g

The performance of Hybrid-n scheme is now summarized as follows.

1. Using the Hybrid-n scheme, the improvement on the blocked-access algorithm is

better than that on the free-access scheme.

2. For both free- and blocked- access algorithms using hybrid-n, the performance is

better when the number of users is not big, i.e., 5 - 20 users approximately.

3. The performance of using exponential-increased n followed by a sequence of n = 2

is better than others that use random-selected n.
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Figure 1: Simulation result for TSV=f2, 4, 8, 16, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2g, 50 transmitters.
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Figure 2: Simulation result for TSV=f2, 4, 8, 16, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2,
2, 2, 2g, 5 transmitters.
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Figure 3: Result for di�erent number of transmitters (BAT).

From the above results, we note that we have adopted some heuristic way in de�ning

the TSV sequence to achieve a good performance. First, we know that the value of n

or each ni 2 TSV is strongly related to the time interval required to resolve a collision.

Therefore, to have a good delay performance, we need a small value of n in average. Since

n = 3 is optimal for Fixed-n scheme under in�nite number of users, we let

n =

P
k

i=1
ni

k
� 3 (1)

For example, the average value of n is 3 when TSV = f2; 4; 8; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2g.

The second heuristic is that the sequence of ni should be exponentially increasing, e.g.,

2; 4; 8; 16; . . ., etc. This is because that an exponentially increasing function on the value

of n will possibly resolve the contention quickly. However, the drawback is the longer

access delay. In Figure 4, we let TSV = f2; 4; 8; 16; 32; 64; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2; 2g, and thus

the average value of each n is 10:14. The result shows that the throughput is very good,

but the delay is signi�cantly higher than that shown in Figure 3, where the average value

of each ni is 3. Therefore, we need to combine the above- mentioned heuristics with the

previous heuristic to get an overall acceptable performance.
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Figure 4: Simulation result for TSV=f2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2g, 10
transmitters.
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An interesting characteristic on the Hybrid-n scheme is observed here. The perfor-

mance improvement on the blocked-access algorithm is better than that on the free-access

algorithm. We try to explain the phenomenon as follows. The Hybrid-n scheme was pro-

posed to improve the tree algorithm by a sequence of dynamic n in the hope that the

collision will be resolved quickly. Now given that the number of colliding users is �xed

within a time interval, the dynamically changing sequence of n will help if, at each col-

lision, the number that these users are split into is optimally designed. However, if the

number of colliding users will be increasing during the time of collision resolution, then

the e�ect of Hybrid-n will be somehow released by the new arrival of packet requests.

5 Concluding Remarks

In a wireless environment, e�cient contention resolution is very important to the MAC

protocols when the communication channel is to be accessed by multiple wireless users.

Protocols based on packet reservation are commonly used when the pure contention-

based access is not good enough, e.g., the PRMA (Packet Reservation Multiple Access)

[8], or PRMA++ [9]. For example, since maximum throughput of the well-known slotted

ALOHA is 0:36, the packet reservation scheme will allow a user to send 3 packets in average

if this user successfully sends its request to a central controller via the contention-based

access. And thus, the throughput can be achieved up to almost 1 because 0:36� 3 > 1.

However, the delay will be longer and a unfairness may occur between the wireless users

since each user is allowed to send a burst of data. If the e�ciency of the contention-based

access can be higher, then the maximum burst length that each user must reserve can be

decreased.

In this paper, we proposed a Hybrid-n scheme that achieves a throughput of 0:5 when

the number of users is small. According to the packet reservation protocol, the maximum

burst length is now only 2 in order to have a throughput of 1 (since 0:5� 2 = 1). A lower

delay and a more fair access can be obtained. We now conclude this paper by giving a

summary on the proposed scheme, as follows.

1. The Hybrid-n scheme adopts a dynamic change on the sequence of n.
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2. The average value of each n is approximately 3 for a better performance.

3. An exponentially increasing function on the beginning elements of the Hybrid-n

sequence is better.

4. The Hybrid-n scheme works well with the blocked-access tree algorithm.
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